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This article analyses the impact of skill portfolios and labour mobility

on plant performance by means of a unique database that connects

attributes of individuals to features of plants for the whole Swedish

economy. We found that a portfolio of related competences at the plant

level increases signi�cantly productivity growth of plants, in contrast

to plant portfolios consisting of either similar or unrelated

competences. Based on the analysis of 101,093 job moves, we found that

in�ows of skills that are related to the existing knowledge base of the

plant had a positive e�ect on plant performance, while the in�ow of

new employees with skills that are already present in the plant had a

negative impact. Our analyses also show that geographical proximity

in�uences the e�ect of di�erent skill in�ows. In�ows of unrelated

skills only contribute positively to plant performance when these are

recruited in the same region. Labour mobility across regions only has a

positive e�ect on productivity growth of plants when this concerns new

employees with related skills.
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